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Suggestion: ln line 3 of page 16, it is said lhal the "scattering scales more rapidly with the size.". I 

would say i! is more pronouncedly. There is no speed or lime in lhal scaling with size. 
Queslion: ln line 7 of page 21, where it says "underestimating", shouldn't it be "overestimating"? The 

analylical prediction provides a deeper dip (in red), so one would say it is overeslimating. 
Question: How does connect the theory developed in Sec. 1.3, Eq. (1.98) with the quasi-normal 

modes theory recently developed by some groups to account for a better description of metallic 

antenna's modes. 

Remark: The dissertation emphasizes the differences between the FDTD calculation and the 

interaction model in Fig. 1.14 (b), particularly for short separation, however, I find the result more 

!han acceptable. There is an excess of humility here.

Question: the candidate remarks the apparent emergence of a saturation of the magnetic field

enhancement without further explanation. ln the same way lhal the electron gas response needs to

fulfill certain sum rules which add up to the number of electrons, could not it be that we have a

similar sum rule here with the currents induced in an antenna?

Remark: ln Eqs. (1.165)-(1.168), n_2 and n_3 are introduced bul there is no definition or 

schematics where these refraction indexes can be identified.
Remark: The issue of the phase shift in between the O and 90 degrees incidence in Figs. 1.22 is

explained, bul somehow I felt it was not sufficiently clear. Maybe it was my own quick reading of the

argument, bul since the rest of the thesis is so clear and well explained, this maybe could be

improved.

Typo: Line after Eq.(1.224), correcl "validaty" into "validity".

Typo: Line 8 in page 67, correct "challange" into "challenge".

Typo: Line 11 after Eq.(2.18), correct "displyed" into "displayed".

Suggestion: ln Fig. 2.10 (a). There is no mark regarding "Particle 1" and "Particle 2". ln the text,

particle 1 and particle 2 are mentioned to describe the syslem, but it is hard to identify quickly which

one is which. I would suggest to add more clearly marking in this scheme.
Grammar: 3 lines from the bottom of page 90, change "give" into "gives".

I find the explanation of the negative lota I cross section in Appendix A (page 103) not

straightforward. Can be more explicitly identified which term of scattering is missing to make it

finally positive?

The thesis acknowledges very nicely and clear work done by other people. This is an example of 

how to quote other's work in a thesis.

Conclusion: 

ln my opinion, the reviewed thesis fulfills all requirements posed on theses aimed for obtaining PhD 

degree. This thesis is ready to be defended orally, in front of respective committee. 

ln Donostia, on the 5th of August 2021 
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